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Memory Verse: “The godly give good advice to 
their friends; the wicked lead them astray.”                
Proverbs 12:26NLT

POTD: Be choosy when your choosing best friends!

Review questions:
1. What advice would you give someone who would wants to make new 

friends?  Answers will vary.

2. What do you think is good about a best friend who loves God? 
Answers will vary.

3. What do you think happens when you spends lots  of time with 
friends who  make wrong choices? Answers will vary.

4. Which “good fruits” do you look for in a friend?Answers will vary. 

Action steps for the week :
1. What can you do if someone shows a lot of “bad fruit”, but they still 

want to be your best friend?  Pray for them, be kinds to them, 
spend time with them with other godly friends. 

2. Who can you introduce yourself to this week? Answers will vary

Prayer
1. Ask kids to share things they’d like to pray about.

2. Pray together over the prayer requests. Not sure what to 
pray? 
Pray this: God,  thank you for caring about us. Help me 
Jesus be a friend with “good fruit” and help me spread your 
love! Jesus' name, amen.

Parent signature:____________________
**Return this paper signed by your parents and you can receive a prize.**



Instructions:

• Color the letters.

• Discover the POTD.  

• Write it on the lines below. 

• Memorize the POTD. 

• Turn the page over and do the scripture.

• At the end of church, show A GXK leader your 

finished paper, both sides must be completed. A 

prize is waiting for you!!

______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

Name: ______________________________

Sunday, July 4

Write the POTD on the lines below.
Use your PARENT CONNECT handout to look up the POTD.



Instructions:

•Look up the scripture in your Bible. 

•Writethe verse on the lines provided.

•Drawa picture under the scripture of what you 

think the scripture means. 

•At the end of church, show a GXK leader your 

finished paper, both sides must be completed. 

A prize is waiting for you!!

Proverbs 12:26 NLT
Look up the scripture. Write the scripture on the lines below.

Draw a picture of what this scripture means to you.

______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________



 


